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THE STUDY .AND SOTffiCE OF INFOR1'1ATION 
The materie.1 contained in this report co1;ers a well defined period 
o:f development in manual instruction. In addition to the coverage of 
this period of development it is hoped by the writer that some ciei'in-
ite program of organization can be reached. Industria.l training has 
been carried on in some form or other since the time of primitive man. 
Vocational eduoa.tion which is a phase of industrial education is no 
new procedure in school progTams. Very early in the development of 
industrial training in America, that met.hod was chosen as a practical 
and economical means of aiding the children of ex-slaves in preparing 
them for economic independence. At the present time many Negro students 
look to the manual arts as the answer to an urgent problem of adapta-
bility to a highly industrialized society. In the city of Dallas, as 
elsewhere, the agencies which shouleer this responsibility of adrnin:i.ster-
ing this training are the high schools, night schools and trade schools. 
There are three negro high schools in Dallas, which offer some type of 
training in industrial arts. The writer has attempted to arrange in 
chronological order as nearly as possible the development of industrial 
education from pri~ative man to the present time, and to present a 
survey of industr:i.a.l arts in the separate schools of Dallas, and propose 
a program for these schools. 
Delimi ta.tion.· This study is made to e.id the present and future 
industrial arts teachers in planning the arrangement of equipment and 
courses of study that will offer students a more desirable form of 
inst.ruction. The writer feels that the study will be of great personal 
value, as an aid to becoming a better and more qualified teacher of in-
dustrial arts •• ~s the title states, this study includes only the sepa-
rate schooJs of Dallas. 
Tecri..niques Usfa¢l. Two methods of research will be used to obtain 
information for this study. The first method of securing the needed 
information that presented itself was the questionnaire method. Other 
material was obtained from library sources. Information upon which the 
shop plan and the program of activities were based came from extensive 
survey of magazine articles, textbooks, interviews, personal e:;;:perienc-
es and judgment. At the conclusion of this study, some reco:mmenda.tions 
are made. Progress now being made in separate schools may mean that the 
recommendations may soon be realized. 
Review of Similar Studie,s. A review of these, reports and other 
B.terature in the library of Oklahoma State University, revealed three 
similar studies. It is doubtful if any other research study concerning 
itself with the industrial arts program for the separate schools of 
Dallas has been made. If so, this writer has been unable to find that 
information. McCary made a study of the status of industrial arts in 
the negro schools of Oklahoma. In 1950, Wynn made a similar study deal-
ing with a survey of the industrial arts program in the separate schools 
of Oklahoma. The third study was an investigation o.f the integration 
of separate high schools in Oklahoma. All of these studies were help-
ful in the writing of this report. In 1956, Ralph W. Johnson prepared, 
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by means of interview, a study of the industrial arts in the junior 
high school of Sherman, Texas, and proposed a program. While this study 
may appear similar in nature to the problem being studied by this writ-
er, closer observation reveals it is completely dissimilar. 
pµtcomes to Be Expected. This study will serve as a basis on 
which to formulate an industrial arts program for the separate schools 
in Dallas. The knowledge and experiences gained by others should always 
prove helpful to one who plans to follow a similar line of work. This 
program includes: 
1. Course of stuo.y for five shops. 
2. A plan for a suitable shop building. 
3. Suggested lists of equipment necessary for carrying on the 
program. 
At the conclusion of this study, some recommendations are made. 
Progress now being made in separate schools may mean that the recommend-
ations may soon be realized. 
Uses of Outcomes. There are two groups of boys to be considered 
3 
in the industrial arts training program. The first group is made up of 
those boys who need training that will enable them to enter the trade 
upon the completion of high school training. The second group is composed 
of boys who will go to college and prepare themselves for a profession-
al occupation. This program has been planned, therefore, with two ob-
jectives in view: 
1. To provide a course of training for the first group which will 
aid them in entering trades as semi-skilled workers upon leaving high 
school. 
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2. To provide for the second group the widest variety of experienc-
es possible so as to develop a knowledge of trade training and to furn-
ish a basis of selectivity of specific endeavor. 
Since upon request a summary of the findings of this survey will 
be mailed to each person who answered the questionnaire, this may be of 
value to those who desire to improve the program now in use. 
Defin; tion .£l. terms. The definitions of terms given in this section 
will represent the writer's interpretation of these terms. These defin-
itions have been selected in the light of currently accepted philoso-
phies. 
Manual Training. 
educate the individual 
angles of perspectives 
erials which classroom 
Manual training serves as a means to 
on many sides by giving him different 
by familiarizing him with world mat-
subjects alone cannot do. (5, page 1.3) 
Manual Arts. An early means of identifying shop in-
struction, usually of hand projects to develop hand skills 
(it was later changed to industrial arts). (6, page 32) 
Industrial Arts. Those phases of general education · 
which deal with industry, its organization, materials, 
occupations, processes and products, and with the problems . 
resulting from industrial and technological nature of society. 
(19, page 3) 
Industrial Education. A generic term including all 
educational activities concerned with modern industry and 
crafts, their raw materials, products, machines, personnel 
and problems. (9, page 7) 
Education. Some attempts to define education have taken 
the form of a statement of purposes or aims. In this manner, 
Struck called it "the acquisition of knowledges and skills 
that are useful for living". (18, page 5) For the purpose 
of this paper, education is interpreted as growth and develop-
ment through experiences. 
The General Sho.12. A shop where two or more separate 
typos of activities are taught at the same time by the same 
teacher. (15, page 25) 
The Unit Sh.912. A shop where only one activity is taught 
at a time by one teacher. (15, page 98) 
There are other terms used in this writing which deserve to be 
defined. Among these are: 
1. Survey, a critical inspection of an area with regard to cer-
tain conditions. 
2. Course of Study, a unit of instruction used in a specific 
situation. 
These terms refer to areas of investigation treated in this writ-
ing. 
In this chapter the writer has indice.ted the nature of this study 
and the reason for undertaking it. 'rhe methods used have been discussed, 
the uses for knowledge gained indicated, and the outcomes predicted. 
Before considering the survey and proposed program an effort will be 
made to present the history of industrial arts education and the cur-
rent viewpoints and objectives of industrial arts education. 
5 
CHA ... -i:>TER II 
HISTORY AND PHTI.,OSOPHY OF INDUSTRIAL Ji,RTS 
'l'he history of industdal arts had its beginning when human life 
appeared on the earth and has steadily advanced from that time until 
the present. Because of the work of a good many leaders and reformers 
in the field of education, both known and unknowr1, the value of in-
dustrial knowledge, appreciation, and skill (industrial arts) is well 
intrenched in the program of studies of the modern educational insti-
tutions. A history of these leaders and reformers is the history of 
the industrial arts program, a history with its roots deep in pre-
historic times. 
Part A 
Early History of Industrial Education 
Manual skills were developed in the period of savagery to help 
the prehistoric creature secure food, provide shelter, and devise bet-
ter weapons for the protection of himself and family. These skills 
were passed on to the next generation by imitation. Also neu skills 
and procedures were developed by each descendant. 
The Jews considered it a duty to teach their sons a trade. From 
Talmud, the traditional law of the Jews, Bennett cites the following, 
nAs it is your duty to teach your son the law, teach him a trade. 11 
(1, pate 1.3) It was their belief that, unless the son was given an 
honest means of making a living, he was on his way to become a, thief 
or robber. The Greeks had an entirely different outlook on handwork. 
They held such labor in contempt, and slaves and lower classes did 
all the manual work. Yet these ill-fated craftsmen were the foundation 
upon which the Greek and Roman civilization grew, by continually im-
proving and passing these skills on to the next generations. 
Early Schools. It was largely tri.rough the efforts of Cassidorous, 
an Italian statesman and historian who later became a Benedictine monk 
in 538, that the art of book making was advanced. Having developed the 
art of book making, the monls copied manuscripts in long hand and bound 
them into books. They thereby established the only libraries of the 
age .. Both young and old were attracted to their monastic schools be-
cause of the opportunities of using these libraries. Hence, they pro-
duced the only scholars of the period. Outside of the monastic schools, 
apprenticeship in the crafts had become the principal method of learn-
ing for the middle class. "During that time the master was supposed to 
give to his apprentice the same moral, religious, and civic instruction 
that he gave his own son. 11 (2, page 21) Methods of instruction varied, 
but secrets of the trade were passed on to the apprentice. 
New Ideas_ of Education. With the mastering of the art of printing 
(1,423-14-~0) and the protestant reformation, new life was given toed-
ucational methods. Martin Luther ( 1483-1546) advocated state supported 
education for all children. Rabelais advanced his ideas of reform in 
educatlon by writing two novels, Gargantua and Pantagrel. Rabelais, 
Comenius and Bacon saw the advantage of working with the things at 
hand to approach the abstract or the unknown. Rabelais did nothing of 
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importance to advance J:,.is theories, but his influence on the thinking 
of Locke and Rousseau was bis contribution to education. Mulca.ster 
(15.31-1611) was the first to e,dvocate drawing as one of the fundament-
al studies. 
The Contributions of Rousseau. Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), 
with the 1,.rri ting of Emile, was the cause of an upheaval in educational 
thinking. The book was uri tten about an imaginary son to express his 
ideas on education. In referring to hand work, he speaks of Emile 
learning more in an hour by actual experiences than he would from a 
whole day of verbal instruction. Rousseau believed that experience was 
the best teacher, and a.s a result of this belief he would have every-
thing taught by action. In speaking of this, Bennett writes, 11his re-
cognition of the fact that manual arts ma.y be a, means of mental train-
ing marked the beginning of a new era of education. 11 ( 2, page 81) 
Pestalozzi probably owes his influence on education to Rousseau. Eby 
and Arrowood, in writing of Rousseau and Pestalozzi, say: 
11Both were dreamers, and both were moved by down trodden 
men. The one influenced education profoundly through books, 
but was a failure a.s a teacher; the other exerted little 
power through his ·wri. ting, but, by his methods of teaching, 
won the world for universal public education. However, had 
there been no Rousseau, we probably would never have heard 
of Pestalozzi. (4, page 619) 
Pesta.Iozzi, The "Father of Manual Traini.!}g". Johann Hej_nrich 
Pestalozzi (1746-1872) was unsuccessful in practically everything he 
undertook, and yet through his failure probably had more influence on 
education than any other man up to his time. In writing of his failure, 
Eby and Arrowood state: 
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Out of the depth and bitterness of his failure, he 
somehow succeea.ed in awakening the modern world, as no other 
was able to do, to a faith in the school as the supreme 
instrument for saving man from misery and prostration due 
to his own inaptitude. (6, page 619) 
He believed that there were two methods of teaching, one from words to 
things and the other from things to words. His was the second one. 
Anderson states his chief aim as: 11Pestalozzi 1s central aim was the 
elevation through education of the lower classes. For these he consider-
ed industrial training of fundamental importance. 11 (1, page 76) His 
first intent was to teach manual arts as a means of me}:ing a living, 
but later came to consider them as a means of general education. 
Effects of the Industrial Revolution. With the invention of the 
steam engine, the spinning jenny, the loom, the cotton gin and other 
labor saving machines, the st~mdards for the craftsman were changed. 
No longer was he paid for his craft, but was driven in most cases to 
work in the factories along with :his family beside unskilled workers. 
As a result, the apprenticeship method of instruction was no longer 
effective. Children, because of necessity, worked alongside their par-
ents. Eventually the working conditions, and terrible living quarters, 
brought about child labor laws and labor reforms. 
The Mechanics Institute Movement. The year 1800 is usually cited 
as the beginning of the Mecha:ri.ics Institute movement. Dr. Birkbeck of 
London conceived the idea of giving scientific lectures to working 
classes on new inventions and the mechanical arts. Out of these lect-
ures, and as a result of them, an independent institution, the Glasgow 
Mechanics Institute ,,.ras formed. Chemistry, mechanics, geometry, 
9 
ari thriletic, fo.r:rier, and architecture courses were taught '.·ri th drawing 
courses being very successful. This movement made rapid progress in 
both, England and !:.raerica. 
Industrial education had advanced from the savage and barbaric 
states, through apprenticesbip, and as a result of the industrial re-
volution, the Russian sloyd syster;1 was developed. 
10 
More Recent Foreign Develop.m_ent. The school of trades and indus-
tries of lfoscow was reorganized in 1868 and became known as the Imperial 
~rechnical School. It ·was soon recogni.zed e,s one of the leading schools 
of that time in Europe. 'r:he principal purpose of the school was to de-
velop an educational prog-ram for civil and mechanical engineers, drafts-
men, and chemists. 'J1 he length of the course was six years and the method 
of instruction resembled that given at the 11Ecole Centrale Des Arts Et 
Hanufactrues in Paris where the course instruction was supplemented 
through practical experience in the workshop. 11 (3, pa.ge 62) 
~Che shops were manned by both, hired workers and students; as a 
result, more attention 1-ms given to work experiences and less to teach-
ing. Consequently, this phase of learn:i.ng proved unsatisfactory because 
of the imitative procedure. Tbis led Della Vos, director of the school, 
to establish the instruction shops, or unit shops, separate from the 
production shops that were building industrial machiner,J. ~:his educ-
ational achievement by Della Vos was the first attempt at organized 
vocational education for groups in the unit shop ·with each student 
having a work bench and a set of tools. Th.is instruction was formal 
and consisted of making a series of exercise models, each exercise a 
little more difficult than the preceding model. This course of study 
was developed through occupational analysis. 
The Slo;y:d Movement. During the period of reorganization of the 
Imperial Technical School in Moscow, the other Northern countries of 
Europe (Finland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden) were developing the teach-
ing ideas kno;,m as sloyd, expressed by many of the German educe.tors in 
Scandinavian countries. The movement for this type of instruction in 
manual arts originated in Germany. Cygnaeus, (1810-1888), a Lutheran 
preacher and teacher, was given the task of working out a system of 
schools in Finland. Into these schools went a regular course of hand-
work, with the teacher of' these arts being a regular professional teach-
er and not just a craftsman. The purpose of these crafts uas to produce 
useful objects in the homes, both for home use and for sale. Also, it 
provided something to do during the long winter evenings when outside 
employment was impossible. The sloyd movement, which once flourished 
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w·l th vigor, started to decline when the invention of the steam engine 
provided power for mass production for these articles formerly made by 
hand in the homes. This left the men and boys with nothing to do in the 
long evenings but vi.sit taverns in this period of the nineteenth century. 
Therefore, by 1846, this situation forced the people to organize asso-
ciations to combat these evils of leisure. These associations convinced 
the leaders in national politics of the importance of sloyd. 
The Swedish Government took action j_n 1872 to try to help the ad-
vancement of sloyd by granting an annual appropriation of 2,500 crmms, 
and later increased the amount to 27,000 crowns, to stimulate interest 
and instruction in sloyd, enabling Otto Saloman to establish a sloyd 
school in Nass in H372. The school had a curr-lculum of carpentry, carving, 
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turning, blacksmithing, basketmaking, saddlery, stonecutting, fretwork, . 
painting, drawing, mechanics, mathematics, and physics. The school 
used seven hours each day for sloyd and three hours for the rest of 
the instruction. Also, the school became an important influence in the 
sloyd movement in later years. (3, page 62) (1, !1age 80) 
The industrial arts movement in Germany received :much inspiration 
from these sloyd developments in Denmark and Sweden. In 1879-1880, the 
Leipzig Society for Public Welfare began a work shop for boys under 
the leadership of Waldemar Goetze (1843-1898) who was a very progres-
sive leader in the manual training movement in Germany until his dee.th. 
This industrial arts movement developed by Goetze in Leipzig soon 
spread over southern and central Germany. The developments were so rapid 
that by 1909 about forty percent of a.11 elig.ible students took pe,rt in 
some form of manual training instruction. 
French Influence. Manual training in France was being developed 
from an earlier type of shopwork instruction which was chiefly economic 
or industrial in purpose. Tra.de and Technical Schools for boys and 
girls of twelve years and older were being organized over the nation, 
and in 1827 the school of Christian Brothers of Saint Nicholas was 
established in Paris, followed by La Hertiniere School at Lyons in 
1831. All of these European ideas in industrial arts had some influence 
on early iJnerican experiments in this field. 
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Part B 
Industrial Arts in the United States 
The first schools in the United States grew out of the church as 
a direct result of the Protestant Revel t in Europe. The early settlers 
came to this country for freedom of worsli.ip, so the establishment of 
parochial schools was to be expected. In 16L,2 and 1647 laws were passed 
in Massachusetts wh.i.ch laid the foundation for all the .American public 
school systems. These had to do with compulsory education, standards 
set and enforced by the state. As early as 1685, Thomas Budd proposed 
a plan for public education to include art or trade to be selected by 
the student. Hhile this plan was not carried out, it shows a trend of 
thinking in the early colonial day. 
Early American Industrial Arts. The industrial e,rts was adopted 
in many European countries and well advanced before its importance was 
recognized in the United States by many prominent .P.merican educational 
leaders. Much study of the European development was made e.nd absorbed 
quickly, as well as ideas coming from the new factory system. 
The earliest industrial arts training in the United States took 
place in the Franciscan M-i.ssion Schools in New Mexico. They taught 
carving, carpentry, brickrnaking, and related skills that would be of 
benefit to Indians who inhabited the area. Similar programs were con-
ducted by other missions in California and Florida. 
The early English colonists brought some of the industrial arts 
ideas and methods with them to the new land. One was the apprenticeship 
method. The Colony of New Plymouth in 1641 adopted the English Poor 
Law of 1601. This gave the colony the power to apprentice the poor 
children to provide them w:i.th some education. This means of education 
was particularly successful. Its effectiveness was increased as the 
tovm representatives were the authorities. 
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The First American Public School. The 1647 decision of the Gen-
eral Court of Massachusetts provided the means of public or free school 
in America. A school teacher was hired and the teacher's salary was paid 
by town citizens. Massachusetts is noted for its early leadership in 
free education for all classes of the population. The law of 1649 
states: "Every townsli..ip of fifty or more householders must appoint and 
pay the salary of a school teacher." (3, page 369) After the Revolution-
ary War, the Thirteen Colonies began to expand the educational establish-
ments and facilities. 
Post Revolutionary Period. In 1787 Cokesbury College in Maryland 
began to educate students in gardening and carpentry, as an example of 
early American industrial arts education. The American manual labor 
movement from 1825 to 1834- brought in many principles of the Fellenberg 
Academy for lower classes in America. The difference was that in Europe 
only the upper class, with money for the tuition, was admitted, and 
manual labor was used for physical development. The labor was used as 
a means of payment of tuition and living expenses in the American method. 
Reverend Elias Cornelius (1794-1832) combined the two aims of Fellen-
berg and established the Andover Theological Seminary of Andover, Mas-
sachusetts. The purpose of this school was to save the souls of boys 
and girls by teaching them to read the bible, and to enable them to 
earn an honest living. Other schools were the Oneida Institute of 
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Science and Industry at Whitesborough, New York, and the Marmal Labor 
Academy at Germantown, Pennsylvania. The use of maJmal labor for the 
purpose of earning board and education as well as providing physical 
development, as Fellenberg stressed, was the practice of these schools. 
The manual labor mm.rement reached its highest point about 1834 
and was succeeded in ,unerica by the mechanics institute movement in 
Great Britain during the earlier ~art of the nineteenth century. The 
first school of th.i.s type was established in 1820 by the Genera,1 So-
ciety of Mechanics and Tradesmen of' New York City. Another was the 
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia in 1834. The Lyceurn Movement w1:iich 
had many statesmen as supporters, strove to educate those uho could 
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not be educated at the mechanics institute schools and is often referred 
to as a step in building the American idea1 of popular education in 
applied science and engineering. American higher education was begin-
ning to progress at a more rapid pace. 
In 1862, the Land Grant .Act, sponsored by Representative Justin s. 
Morrill (1810-1876) of Vermont, was passed, creating the state agri-
cultural and mechanical colleges. These colleges brought about rapid 
growth in shopwork. Instruction in engineering shopwork was needed more 
after i. t was realized that graduate engineers wi. th shopwork experience 
were hired in preference to en6'1.neers without this experience. When this 
was discovered, the new method of Russian shopwork instruction was 
brought in for experimentation. 
Russian Influence in ,~erica* Della Vos, in 1876, exMbited at 
Philadelphia a method of instruction from the Moscow Imperial Technical 
School that created much interest among American educators. It, too, 
adopted the principle of a separate shop for each unit of instruction 
·with each student having indi v1.dual work spaces and tools. The student 
learned the purpose, care, and use of tools by ma}dng projects direct 
from a working drawing. A prcj ect ha.d to be completed before a new one 
could be started. Class instruction of this nature requires more than 
just enough knowledge to construct the project. 
Calvin M. Woodard (1837-1914) of Washington University at St. 
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Louis established tho St. Louis Manual Training School in 1880. It we.s 
the beginning of manual training secondary schools in the United States 
with a few exceptions. The Course of Study was primarily manual train-
ing and the schools, supported at public expense, were apa,rt from re-
gular high schools. A major factor in getting manual training establish-
ed in the regular lrl_gh schools was that leading engineering schools 
would accept graduates from manua.1 training high schools without exam-
ination. The school ad,mnistrators began to realize the advantages of 
manual art in the high school programs and by 1900 there were approx-
imately one hundred cities that had added manual arts to the general 
course of education. Industrial arts soon spread throughout the entire 
educational program, and the training of teachers was begun in Univer-
sities as well as Land Grant colleges and Normal schools to supply the 
demand. The next important development in the field of industrial arts 
education was the Sn,i th-Hughes Act of 1917. 
Industrial Arts Since 1917. The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 started 
the vocational programs in the United States by federal subsidizing of 
the fields of agriculture, home economics, and trade and industrial 
education. There was some clashing of ideas and opinions between 
industrial arts and vocetional industrial education, as there is a 
close relationship and overlapping of teaching. It was thought that the 
predominant would absorb the weaker, but these difficulties were soon 
worked out and each program worked independently of the other. Indus-
trial arts is a part of general education, whereas vocational education 
trains students for a definite j~) or for a specific occupation. They 
are similar, as some of the same equipment, teaching methods, and mat-
erials are used. 
Part C 
Current Viewpoints a.nd Ob,iectives of Industrial .Arts 
Industrial arts has become a part of general education through the 
efforts of many leaders in the field of industrial arts and general ed-
ucation. It has a well established place in the educational program at 
the present time. 
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Industrial .~..rts in General Education. The first concept of indus-
trial arts by Russell and Bonser was largely in the terms of the elemen-
tary school level. Since that time it has been incorporated into all 
the grade levels, including institutions of higher learning. 
Industrial arts activities are based on hand work in the element~J 
grades. The children get acquainted with the raw materials used in in-
dustry by mrudng selected projects. In junior high school, industrial 
arts has become a part of the educational program. Activities are 
usually centered around making useful objects for the home. In high 
school, the objectives are broadened to include welding, machine shop, 
woodworking, automechanics and others. These courses can help in the 
) 
early selection of a, vocation for students who do not plan to continue 
their education. Students also acquire skills, appreciations, worth-
while attitudes and preparation for trade schools and colleges. 
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College courses in industrial arts are primarily for training 
teachers. However, at the present time, students w:i. th a background of 
technical knowledge are much in demand by industry. Courses in indus-
trial arts are provided for students studying to be engineers. Practical 
applications for engineers are taught in their regular laboratory work. 
Warner's Ob,jectives. Before writing his objectives, Warner made 
an extensive preliminary study to discover what objectives had been 
used during the past fifty years. Particular attention was given to 
courses of study, government bulletins, periodicals and reports from 
the National Education li.ssociation. He decided on a. group of fifteen 
specific purposes, they include the concepts of: 
A. Exploration 
B. Educational guidance 
c. Vocational guidance 
D. Consumer knowledge 
E. Household mechanics 
F. Social habits and attitudes 
G. Pre-vocational purposes 
H. A degree of skill 
I. The seven cardinal principles 
J. Mechanical intelligence 
K. Correlation with other subjects 
L. Developing the "faculties" 
M. Coordinating the "hand and eye 11 
N. Vocational tre"ining (18, page .34) 
Newkirk's Objectives. Newkirk's objectives are: 
The general industrial arts content includes the basic 
areas of woodworking, metal working, drafting, graphic arts, 
ceramics, electricity, plastics, transportation, and textiles. 
The course is most frequently presented from grades seven 
through twelve; the industrial arts content is basically for 
the purpose of general ec1.ucation and has the following 
eight objectives: 
1. Self-expression through pla.nning and bui1ding useful 
projects with tools and mater:lals typical of modern 
industry. 
2. Exploring aptitudes and interests in industrial work. 
3. An understanding of industI"IJ, its workers, and pro-
cesses. 
4. Reading and making wor:Jr • .ing drawings for personal use. 
5. Choosing wisely the industrial products that are 
needed for modern living. 
6. Adjusting and making minor repairs 011 the industrial 
products used axound the home and community. 
7. Providing craft e:ir:periences that will develop under-
standing and ability to work effectively with others. 
( 15, page l+/4.) 
Wilber1 s Objectives. The following objectives as stated by Wilber 
show the relationship between industrial arts and general education. 
1. To explore industry and American incl.ustrial civilization 
in terms of its org2.nization, raw materials, processes 
and operations, products, and occupations. 
2. To develop recreational and avocational activities in 
the area of constructive work. 
3. To increase an appreciation for good craftsmanship and 
design both in the products of modern industry and in 
artifacts from the material cultures of the past. 
4. To increase consumer knowledges to a point where students 
can select, buy, use, and maintain the products of in-
dustry, inte1ligently-. 
5. To provide informe.tion about, and - also, insofar as 
possible - experiences in, the basic processes of many 
industries, in order that students may be more competent 
to choose a future occupation. 
6. To encourage creative expression in terms of industrial 
materials. 
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7. To develop desirable social relationships such as 
cooperation, tolerance, leadership a:nd followership, 
and tact. 
8. To develop safe working practices. 
9. To develop a certain amount of skill in a nunber of 
basic industrial processes. (20, pages l?--43) 
Movement to the General Shor2. 'I'he general shop was installed in 
the public schools in the earJ.y thirties. Newkirk defines the general 
shop as: 11 shops that are planned and equipped to teach two or more dis-
tinct types of shopwork at the same time under one teacher are general 
shops11 • (14, page 15) 
Students have the opportunity of gaining experiences in more than 
one phase of shopwork, therefore enabling them to be better qualified 
in. selecting their life' s work. The advanta.ges of the general shop as 
stated by Newkirk are: 
1. It is well adapted to the organization of industrial 
arts content in the light of the general education, 
exploration, and g1.1idance aims of the junior high 
school. 
2. It permits students to be treated as individuals with 
due respect for their differences in interest and 
capacity. 
3. It enables a student to discover his abilities and 
aptitudes through manipulation of a wide range of mat-
erials, tools and the processes that go with them. 
4. It offers an economical wsy to gain experience in many 
activities. 
5. It makes possible an aclequate industrial arts program 
for the small school. 
6. It stimulates the setting up of a well-planned shop and 
a carefully organized teaching content. 
7. It increases teacher efficiency. (14, page 19) 





yee,rs. To be properly prepared to teach the general shop, the indus-
trial arts teacher should. have courses in drawing, foundry, electricity, 
sheet metal work, woodwork, plumbing, printing, forging, concrete work, 
automobile mechanics, finishing, and design. 
Part D 
Industrial Educe.ti on for Negroes in De.llas, 
At the close of the Civil War, an industrial South took the place 
of the agricultural South. These new conditions made new demands on 
the worker. Untrained discounted in efficiency, and prescribed by their 
employers and fellow workmen, the lot of the Negroes, for a time was to 
be cast with unskilled labor. In order to aid Negroes in adjusting 
themselves more readily to skilled labor conditions there arose the 
industrial school, the idea of which appeared before the Civil War. 
Origin of Se.I2§J'_g_te Schools in Dallas. Records of Negro schools in 
Dallas from 1839 to 1887 are incomplete. It is knovm that the Second 
Congress of the Republic of Texas set aside land for the support of the 
schools. The Negroes never had been given any opportunity for instruct-
ion. The Constitution of 1869 required, for the first time, a uniform 
system of public free schools for the gratuitous instruction of all the 
inhabitants between the ages of six and eighteen. The Constitution of 
1876 definitely separated the schools for the two races, but made im-
partial provisions for the education of each. As soon as the present 
system was established, the Negro children shared in the annual appro-
priations, and schools have been regularly conducted by Negro teachers 
down to the present time. Dallas took advantage of this provision in 
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the colored children attended, this being their first experience of 
public education. While the strong aversion to education continued, the 
majority of the people had become reconciled and acknowledged their 
right to an equitable distribution of educational means just as far as 
they were able to profit by them. In certain instances, contributions 
of certain foundations were called upon for financial assistance. One 
of these, the John F. Slater fund, had been employed chiefly to assist 
in preparing teachers and to stimulate industrial training. 
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The Anna Jeanes Foundation is another of these organizations which 
helped to promote growth of Negro schools. The teachers under the 
Jeanes plan introduced some forms of industrial arts into negro schools. 
The Establ i sr.illl.ent of Prairie View A. and M. College. Prairie View 
Agricultural and Mechanical College was the first institution of higher 
education for Negroes to be established by the state. The Texas Legis-
lature, in regular session, April 18 - August 21, 1876, enacted a law 
effective August lL,, 1876, establishing an agricultural and mechanica.l 
college for the benefit of colored youth. (8, page 362) A sum of twenty 
thousand dollars was appropriated to locate, erect, furnish and operate 
a state college in accordance with the plans and specifications. The 
school was established in Waller County for the preparation and train-
ing of colored teachers. In 1899 the legislature changed the ne.me of 
the normal school to Prairie View State Normal and Indnstrial College. 
An agricultural and mechanical department was added for men and an in-
dustrial department f'or women. The law also made minor changes in the 
method of appointment of scholarship students in senator:i.al and repre-
sentative districts, including special requirements governing the cost 
of board, lodging and instruction. 
Training of Industrial Arts Teachers. Questionnaires were sent to 
ten industrial arts teachers in the Dallas independent school system 
from which the writer received one hundred percent response. Of these, 
seven have BacheJ..or of Science degrees only. Two hold lfaster of Science 
degrees and one has a Master of Arts degree. Eight of these degrees are 
from Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical CoJ..lege. 
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Table I is prepared in this report to show other information con-
cerning the training of industrial arts teachers. The writer feels that 
it is necessary to show the number of industrial arts teachers actually 
trained in the field of industria1 arts who are teaching these courses. 
TABLE I 
COLI.EGE TRAINING OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
'I'EACHERS OF THE DALLAS SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
Number of Bachelor Degrees 
Number of Master Degrees 
Number Finishing Prairie View 
Number Attending Other Schools 
Number Majoring in Industrial Arts 

















Voqe.tional Education in Separate Schools. State funds for vocation-
al education were made available for use in the separate schools under 
the Smith-Hughes Act (1917) and the George-Dean Act (19.37). Under the 
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provisions of these acts, state funds were to be supplemented by federal 
funds and a portion of these funds was to be allotted to Negro schools 
on the basis of the number of students enrolled in vocational educa.tion 
courses. Vocational education became a regular part of the school pro-
gram in 1921 under the provisions of the Smith-Hughes Act. Dallas has 
since set an example for other cities in the equitable distribution of 
federal funds between the race groups in all phases of vocational educ-
ation. 
Pre§ent Status of Negro Education in Dall_ru;;. The growth of the 
separate school in Dallas has been quite remarkable in the last five 
decades. By 1956-57, Negro school attendance had increased from a mere 
handful in 1900 to 30,000 and there were three accredited high schools 
in the city. This was an increase of two high schools in the pa.st 
seventeen years. In several respects the growth and development of the 
secondary school system furnish the best index of progress for any 
people. This has resulted in increased enrollment, better buildings, 
more competent teachers, more and better equipment and more desirable 
recreational units. The three Negro high schools are accredited by the 
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Co11eges. 
All of tM.s has added prestige to the realm of Negro education in 
Dallas. Higher education in all fields is being made available to 
Negroes in the state. Until recently, it was necessary for Negro students 
to go outside of' the state for graduate and professional training. Ex-
panded facilities, highly trained teachers and administrators, and 
higher standards of achievement make for an encouraging outlook in the 




In order to plan a program for the separate high school shops, it 
was necessary to obtain certain information from the schools now in 
e:ri.stence. As we.s stated in Chapter I, this information was obtained 
by questionnaire and personal interview. A two-page questior,..naire was 
prepared and mimeographed for mailing. The separate high schools which 
have industrial arts included in their curricula were visited and the 
shop teachers interviewed. This was followed up by mailing a question-
na.im and letter to each shop teacher in the separate schools of the 
Dallas Independent School District. 
The Questionnaire. The purpose of this study was to determine the 
type of program now in existence in separate school shops in Dallas. 
The questionnaire was divided into five parts: (1) The curriculum, 
(2) The teaching schedule, (3) The shop, (4) Training of teachers, and 
(5) Equipment. The first page of the questionnaire consists of questions 
about the shop size and location, and teaching methods, techniques and 
aids. A table is included on which the teaching schedule is listed. 
The second part of page one contains additional questions on teaching 
methods, a table to show the training of shop teachers, and a check 
list for listing shop equipment. The continuation of the check list on 
page one is found on page two. The data as compiled from the information 
contained in the questionnaire will provide the discussion for the 
remainder of t:his chapter. 
Distribution of the Questionnaire. These questionnaires were 
mailed to three separate high schools, as shoun in Table II, below. 
Each was accompanied by a personal letter explaining the purpose of the 
survey. A copy of the questionnaire and the letter of accompaniment are 
to be found in Appendix B of this report. Five answers were received 
at the start. Later, a follow-up letter was mailed to each shop teacher 
to which questionnaires were mailed. Five additional replies were re-
ceived. This made a total of ten answers. Table II shows the school 
shops to which questionnaires were mailed. 
TABLE II 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS IN DALL.AS WHICH OFFER 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
School 
Booker T. Washington 











Talldng 1-rl.th individual teachers provided more information and made 
it possible to receive the necessary data asked for on the questionnaire. 
The Curriculum. 11Does the shop have a library? 11 To tbis question, 
six replied nyestt, two said 11no11 • Two did not reply. Of the six shops 
with libraries, the number of books ranged from tan to fifty. 
11\foat visual aids are used?" The answer received indicated that 
sixteen millimeter movie projectors are used in all the shops. The pro-
jectors are used to show films dealing with wood and furniture design, 
mechanical drawing, automobile mechanics, metal and electrical work. 
Film strip projectors are used in four shop classrooms. Five shops list 
standard charts, posters and mock-ups as visual aids. 
To the question dealing with methods used to assign projects, ten 
answered that both methods were used id th projects being assigned by 
the teacher in the lower grades a.nd chosen by the students in the upper 
grades. Varj_ous comments were made on this question. One instructor 
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finds that allowing free choice stimulates interest in the work. A second 
instructor permits free choice only if the project meets home needs. 
11Is the course designed for general education? Vocational education? 
Or both?" Eight teachers answered that the courses taught were designed 
for general education. One replied that the course was designed for 
vocational education. Two have courses designed for both. 
1'lhen asked to indicate the methods used for teaching shop classes, 
three in8icated lecture method, four used demonstration, one used class 
discussion and two use question and answer methods. Of these numbers, 
six teachers were found to use all four lllethods. The four others used 
one, two or three of the methods suggested. 
nnow is student achievement measured? 11 This question brought a 
variety of responses. One instructor stated that practice and testing 
were used as standards of measurement. Four teachers listed evaluation 
and testing as a measure of achievement. Other qualities listed were: 
production, application, attendance, speed, accuracy, tool manipulation, 
quality of finished product, and measuring up to a pre-determined 
standard. 
The next question asked that the teachers indicate whether or not 
job sheets, work sheets and course outlines were used. Four teachers 
indicated the use of job sheets in their work. Course outlines were 
used by six teachers. Three teachers indicated the use of all three. 
ttAre unit tests given? Final examinations? 11 Six teachers replied 
11Yes 11 to the question on unit tests. On final examinations, ten replied 
yes. Final exai.lti.nations are required in the Da1las Independent School 
District. 
11Does the shop program meet local needs? 11 Only seven teachers felt 
that their programs did meet local needs. One said the program in use 
did not. Two answered, 11partly11 • When asked how this i.1as determined, 
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two answered by observation of job opportunities. One answered by stat-
ing it gives the student an understanding and an appreciation of the 
basic principles that are used in industry. Seven respondents who ans-
wered yes failed to give the reason for this answer. The one who replied 
llNotr based his determination on a comparison of the training the stud-
ents are receiving with what he thought they should receive. The re-
spondents who replied 11partly11 , said the whole community needed vocation,.. 
al guidance. 
Data. About Separate High Schools. Some e:1.'J)lanation is necessary 
to account for the answers used in the tables. The writer learned 
through interview with the shop instructors that teachers are often 
reluctant to reveal the incompleteness of equipment in their shops. It 
is believed that sending of the questionnaire to the shop teachers had 
some bearing on the excellent response. The writer did this for two 
reasons. First, teachers were thought to devote more time and interest 
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to su.ch matters. Second, along with personal interview the teachers 
were more willing to cooperate with the survey. The data contained in 
this chapter are based on compilations resulting from analysis and in-
terprete.tion of the ten questionnaires. 
The Shop. The total number of high schools used in Table II :i.s 
three. Of tt.d.s number, two Etre a part of the main building, one has a 
separate building. All of these shops are located on the first floor. 
The average sizes of the shops are a.pproximately 35 feet wide by 80 
feet long with 14 feet ceiling heights. This gives an average floor 
space of 2800 square feet. 
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Te8..Qhing__Schedule. Five of the shops in the survey offE,r wood-
work as shop training. Five others offer electricity, automobile me-
chanics, radio, general mets.l, mechanical dr.a:wing and drafting. Table 
III, page 31, shows the number of shops offering each course listed. 
Course listings were taken from answers given in the questionnaire. En-
rollment in the woodworking classes nUJ:1b0red 481 which is the largest 
enrollment of students in any particular shop area. 
The third coluru~ of the table shows the number of hours per day 
that these shops are open for instruction in the subjects listed. For 
woodworking the text books listed were Instruction~,l.Jmi_ts in Hand 
,Nood.workin2:, by Dougle.ss and Roberts; Advanced Wood and Furniture 
Maki]},g, by Feier; Hand Woodwor·kin2:, by Hunt and Tate; and Principles 
of Woo~.working, by Herman Hjorth. 
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TABLE III 
STUD11'NT ElifROLUlENT IN SHOP COURSES 
================-··:============= 
TYPE OF COUI{SE NO. OF BOYS 
Woodwork 481 
Electrical 38 
Automobile Mechanics 91 
Radio 21 
General Metal 136 
Mechanical Drawing 267 
Architectural Drafting 40 
Total Number of Boys 107/+ 

















~uipm_.filrt. Table IV, page .32, has been prepared to show the number 
of machines, the average size of machines and the number of shops hav-
ing a particular type of macr,ine. They did not vary, due to the fact, 
that all the shops are equipped by the saine coordinator in this school 
district. Since woodworking and drawing are taught more extensively in 
the shops, most of the equipment listed were in these departments. The 
wood turning lathe -was the machine found most often in the shops. The 
jointer and jig saw were next in incidence. 
Letters Received. In all cases letters accompanied the returning 
forms expressing the writer's desire to be informed of the survey 
findings. This invitation was extended to all in the letter of trans-
mittal which accompanied the questionnaire. The writer believes personal 
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TABlE IV 
EQUIPMENT IN SEPARATE SHOPS 
Name of Machines No. of Average Size No. of 
Me.chines Shops 
Variety saw 1 12 11 1 
Universal saw 2 1211 2 
Band saw 3 201 611 3 
Jig saw 7 gn 4 
Jointers 3 gtt 3 
Drill press 7 ½11 capacity 6 
Shaper 3 42" table 3 
Surfacer 
Belt sander 2 2411 2 
Glue pot 5 small 4 
Power grinder 8 36" 3 
Saw filing machine 
Wood turning lathes 8 361t 3 
Benches 61 22x33x52 7 
Mortiser 2 ½tt capacity 2 
Portable sander 4 12n 3 
Drawing Boards 100 22x30 3 
T-squares 110 26" 3 
Stools 100 2611 3 
Drawing tables 99 Jlx36 .3 
Drawing sets 60 10 pcs 3 
Radio 5 5 tube set 1 
Telephone 2 standard 1 
Blow torch 1 regular 1 
Transformer 
Electric lift 1 standard 1 
Electric meter 
Volt meter 6 assorted sizes 2 
Angle braces 1 1 
Battery charger 1 6-12 volt capacity 1 
Auto jacks 2 2½X/4Xl0 1 
Universal testing 
device 
Forming roll 2 4211 2 
Bar roll 3 4211 2 
Stake plate 7 2 
Hollow mancl,rel 2 1611 2 
Soldering furnace 5 small 2 
Squaring shears 2 8" 2 
Pan break 2 medium 2 
Bench grinder 1 1111 1 
Buffing wheel 1 8" 1 
contact had much to do with the over-all cooperation of all the shop 
teachers surveyed. 
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Sman. Of the ten shops surveyed in this report, ten replies 
were received. The questionnaire was more or less completely filled out 
in the various shop areas. The number of students enrolled in shop 
classes ranged from 14 to 39. The ve.riations in shop sizes caused this 
reflection of differences. Industrial arts as it is taught in the 
schools in the survey will prepare students to perform minor repair 
tasks and build small articles. The limitations placed on the programs 
being offered by lack of equipment and inadequacy of facilities fail 
to prepare students for competition. In most communities, boys who 
have had training in a specific skill find employment easier to get. 
The answers received show that industrial arts does not receive 
sufficient stress in the schools. If the industrial arts departments 
in the secondary schools are to teach industrial processes to the 
children, and if industI""IJ continues to find new ways and methods of 
producing products, the shop teachers will have to put more stress 
on industrial arts. The writer believes this lack of stress is perhaps 
due to insufficient equipment and over-loaded teaching schedules. Most 
shops were large and poorly equipped. 
Having completed the tabulation and interpretation of data by 
the use of the questionnaire and personal interview the writer will 
undertake the proposal of a program for the Separate Schools of Dallas. 
This plan will be presented in Chapter IV of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGR1~1 FOR THE 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS OF DALLAS 
The courses contained in this chapter proposed a program of acti-
vities for the general shop. The type of training included will be de-
termined by local condition, by the data obtained from survey and by 
the writer1 s experiences in industrial arts training. In formulating 
this program it is to be remembered that industrial arts is a part of 
general education. It was conceived as an answer to the problem of 
educating boys to live in a world which may be accurately character-
ized as industrial and technological. 
Shop Training. In the proposed program for the separate schools, 
the school is organized on the 8-4 plan and the class periods are fifty 
minutes in length. The first 1:wo years are to be devoted to general 
training in all uni ts of the proposed courses. Upon completion of two 
years of general training, each boy, with the guidance of the instructor, 
will elect the unit of his choice. During the remainder of his stay 
in high school the student will be given specific training under actual 
working conditions in his chosen field .. This is not a progra:m of trade 
training, but rather an exploratory course designed to expose the 
student to fundaxnental objectives of industrial arts and to bring out 
his hidden skills. 
During the first training period in the school shop, one hour each 
day should be spent in shop class work. It is recormnended that two 
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hours each day be spent in industrial arts subjects for advanced classes. 
Selected Courses of Studv. Before one can develop an effective 
shop program, consideration must be given to the number of subjects 
and. their importance in the community. The course of stuc1.y is designed 
to be of benefit to both, student and instructor. It is to be used as 
a progress chart. When a student has completed one assignment, it will 
be presented for approval of the instructor and that unit checked off 
in the space at the right of the course outline. The courses of study 
are taken from the bulletin, Impro_yj.ng Instruction in Indust.;rj.?J:...l~, 
published by the American Vocational Association Committee, Homer J. 
Smith, Chairman. These courses of study are presented in outline form. 
(21, page 18) 
Course of Study in Woodwork. Woodworking, as it is generally 
taught, consists of learning about lumbering, use of hand and machine 
tools, and orderly procedure in making a project. Every shop prO€:,TaID 
should include woodwork in its curriculum, for woodworking is one of 
the basic shop courses, and it offers training which is useful in 
almost, any line of work that the student might pursue. One would not 
expect the shop training program to train boys qualified to fill po-
sitions as skilled cabinet makers or carpenters, but one should expect 
boys to receive general training in the use of various machines and 
tools which would be of benefit to the student, whether or not he 
chooses to follow woodworking as an occupation. 
Woodworking courses have commonly been too narrow in school shops. 
The experiences provided have not given contact with a sufficient variety 
of materie.ls and exploratory experiences have not always been made 
/: 
















































Things PuRils Should Learn to Do 
Rea.d a working drav1ing •••••••••.••...••..•.•.....••...•• 
Make out a bill of materials•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plan a procedure in doing a job ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Check materials when received ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Measure and divide spaces with a rule ••••••••••••••••••• 
Lay out a pattern on stock •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Check the layout •...•................................... 
Lay out curves with dividers or compasses ••••••••••••••• 
Gage ,.,,i th a mark..:ing gage •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Test for squareness with the try square ••••••••••••••••• 
Lay out square cuts with the try square••••••••••••••••• 
Adjust a jack plane••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plane a surface true•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plane nn edge square with an adjoining surface •••••••••• 
Plane end grain••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Proceed properly in squaring up a board ................. . 
Saw to a line with a cross cut or rip saw••••••••••••••• 
SaH' to a line with a back saw ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Saw inside or outside curves with a coping saw •••••••••• 
Round. ed~ges ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 
Finish outside curves••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Finish inside curv-es •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Drill holes in ·wood .•..••••••••..••••••••...••.•..••.••• 
Bore holes in wood . .................................... . 
Fasten with screws•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trim or pare with a chisel••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •• 
Smooth a surface with sandpaper ................................ . 
Shape ends, edges, and curves with a wood-file•••••••••• 
D-,ei ve and draw nails ..................................... . 
Set a nail or brad••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••@••• 
Lay out and test cuts with a sliding T bevel•••••••••••• 
Round or form work with a spoke shave ....................... . 
Lay out an octagon and a chrunfer ........................ . 
Hold stock with hand screws and cl8Jnps .................. . 
Apply stain, wax and enamel••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clean and care for stain and shellac brushes ............ . 
Apply fillers and shellac ............................ ~••• 
Transfer a design••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Malce a butt-joint •••• .a ii •••••••••••• ,. ••• iii •••••••••••••••• 
Lay out irregular designs by means of squares••••••••••• 
Sharpen edge tools •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a•••••• 
Keep tools free from rust••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Prepare glue•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Glue up work••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 































Apply paint t·d tl1 a bru_sh ••• ~ ~ •••••• ~ '* Iii ••••• w ~ •••••••• * • 
Clean and care for pa:i.nt. brushes ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lay out a.nd cut a dado and a cross-lap joint ••••••••••• 
Cut a groove a,11d a rabbet •• '* •••••••••••••••••••• ,. • * • " •• 
1'11ake an eadge-t,o-edge joir1t •• ". (i •••••• ~ •••••••• ~ ••• " •• ~ e 
Lay ot1t and cut tapers c- ............... Iii ................. . 
Do upholstering that involves simple padding ••••••••••• 
t);re ss a. screvr dr-i ver •••••.•••••••• f; ••••• Iii- •••••••••••••• 
Set and. use an expaJnsi ve bit •••.•••••••••• " •••••••••••• 
Put on locks and drawer pulls •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Put on hinges and ball catches •••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
Apply varnish ••••••••.•.. $ a. ••••• \j •• .., ... .., ••••••••• e •••••• 
ApplJr lacquer •••••••••• ill •••••• If •••••••• ~ •••••• & • ti •••••• 
Clean and care for varnish and lacquer brushes ••••••••• 
Apply finish with a spray-gun •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clean and care for a spray-gun ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lay out and cut miter joint •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Construct a panel .......................................................... . 
l'Ialce a splined-joint ••••.• fl ............... Ii • 4) Ii oj- ,., ....... * • 
!-1al{:e a dra:ti1er-slide •• e • a e a <ii •••• ID a 9 • • ••• &' ••• Ill • • a a .i, e • a ii • ,i, 
Fasten on a table top ................................................ . 
Cut a,n edge mold ••• Iii •• .4jl ••••••••••••••• .,, •••••••••••••••• 
Sharpen auger-bits, scrapers and saws •••••••••••••••••• 
Use a forstner bit········~···························· 
Lay out and cut blind mortise-and tenon joint •••••••••• 
Do simple upholstering that involves the use of springs. 
Do simple upholstering that involves webbing and rolled 
edges ••••• 41 ............................... " •••••• ., C, ...... ti, 







1. Identify the following kinds of lumber and other kinds 
of lumber in common use in the community: the pines, 
spruce, cypress, oak, walnut, birch, maple, poplar, ma-
hogany, red cedar, hickory, gum, and chestnut •••••••••• 
The principle characteristics of lumber, the working 
qualities, principal uses, and the source of supply •••• 
The methods of cutting and milling lumber •••••••••••.•• 
How lumber is dried, effect of moisture •••••••••••••••• 
How veneers and plywood are made, their uses ••••••••••• 
The nominal and actual dimensions of lumber •••••••••••• 
Kinds of finishes in common use, such as stain, oil, wax, 








The object of fi~.ishes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The durability of the different finishes ••••••••••••••• 
The conditions or places in which various kinds of 
fin:ishes may be used ............................ c ••••••• 
:Materials from which finishes are made ••••••••••••••••• 
Kinds of glue, and preparation of same ••••••••••••••••• 
Conditions and requirements of uses of glue •••••••••••• 
















Size of nails and how nails are sold••••••••••••••••••• 
Kinds of screws and their use•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
How sizes and kinds of screws are indicated•••••••••••• 
Kinds, grades and principal use of sandpaper••••••••••• 
Grades and uses of steel wool•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Develop fair judgment concerning the design of furniture 
with regard to the following: Is it adapted to the use 
for which it is intended? Is it structurally good? Is it 
well made? Are the structural members in good proportion1 
Does it have an appearance of stability? Is the struct-
ure well and appropriately finished?••••••••••••••••••• 
The locations of important manufact'.1ring concerns •••••• 
The division of labor•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The use of automatic machinery••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Types of joints, where used and why•••••••••••••••••••• 
Types of hinges and their uses •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Types of latches and where used•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Types of locks and where used •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Special types of fittings•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Kinds of grinding and sharpening stones, their grades 
and uses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JO. Opportunities and requirements in carpentry and other 
woodworking trades••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Qourse of Study in Electrical Work. The study of electricity is 
a very important subject both, from the standpoint of its use in the 
home and from the standpoint of vocational opportunities. The industrial 
arts shops cannot cover all of the phases of industry, but may give 
the elementary theory and enough practice to enable the students to 
get a fairly clear picture of the electrical industries. 
The field of electricity is so vast, and its applications in 
practice so extensive and so intricate, that only a small part of it 
can be considered in listing units for the purpose of teaching. There 
are, however, certain fundamental conceptions end practical phases 
that may be presented with profit to high school ages. To go beyond 















Things Pupils Should Learn to Do 
Read a wiring diagram•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
tiake a wiring diagram•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plan a procedure for doing a job••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Make a rat-tail splice••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Make a Western Union splice•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lviake a tap splice ..•...•...•••.•..••.• • ..•.•.. • • • • • • • • • 
Remove insulation or covering from wire•••••••••••••••• 
Sold.er and tape a splice••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Attach wire to a binding post•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Uncoil wire without twisting••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Connect dry-cells in series and in parallel•••••••••••• 
Plan and construct a simple electric circuit••••••••••• 
Plan a.~d install electric devices in a circuit in series 
and in parallel•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 


















devices in the circuit••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Attach a cord to a lamp-socket••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Attach a cord to a plug•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Test and replace fuses•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••• 
Read an electric meter••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Interpret the identity marks on a motor•••••••••••••••• 
Administer first aid in case of shock•••••••••••••••••• 
Attach a terminal to a wire•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Provide a nmake and break1t in a circuit •••••••••••••••• 
Apply the principle of electro-magnetic force in order 
to operate mechanisms as in a buzzer ................... . 
Employ resistance to generate heat••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reduce voltage on line••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Locate a break in a circuit•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tie an underwriter's knot•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Calculate the resistance of a circuit•••••••••••••••••• 
Install a snap-switch, flush-switch and flush-receptacle 
Measure voltage and e.mperage ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wire a circuit so as to prevent a dangerous rise in 
temperature, due to resistance••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
B. Things Pupils Shquld Know 











Source of electric current or pressure••••••••••••••••• 
The characteristics of the electric current•••••••••••• 
How electric current is conveyed••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The kinds of conductors and their uses••••••••••••••••• 
The meaning of volt, ampere and watt••••••••••••••••••• 
How electric current gives power, light, and heat•••••• 
The difference between direct and alternating current •• 
Sources of direct and alternating current•••••••••••••• 
The meaning of phase and cycle••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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11. The meaning oi' 11 series" and ttparalle111 and the differ-
ence between the effects of these connections•••••••••• 
12. Resistance and its effect•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
13. Of'JTI11 s law •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••• ••••• 
14. How the electric bell works•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15. Why splices should be soldered••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16. The importance of proper insulation•••••••••••••••••••• 
17. The sizes of wire•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lS. The effect of an overload•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
19. Symbols used in wiring diagrams•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
20. Safety rules in working with electricity••••••••••••••• 
21. How the rheostat, volt-meter, and a."111l1eter work ••••••••• 
22. Construction and operation of the wet and dry cell 
battery ••••...•••.•..•.•••.••.•••..•..•...•..•••••.•.•• 
23. Kinds of fuses and their uses•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
24. How the electric meter works••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Course of Study in Automobile Mechanics. The automobile is per-
haps more widely used then any other machine. For this reason, it is 
important that people know something of the principle upon which it 
operates in order that it may be used with greater satisfaction. The 
primary purpose of high school courses in automechanics is not to give 
vocational preparation but, rather, to teach the mechanical principles 
involved in many machines including the automobile. If people are to 
be taught to use and care for automobiles intelligently, the instruct-
ion must be specific and systematic. The shop equipment used for this 
instruction must be sufficient and of proper character. 
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The list of learning units given here is not a list of the repairs 
a boy should. be able to make, but a list of the experiences he should 
have in order that he may underste.nd some of the fundernentr.l principles 
of machines, how to care for machines and how to make minor repairs and 
adjustments. 









































Plan the procedure in doing a job••••••••••••••••••••• 
Test and clean spark-plugs•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clean and adjust breaker points••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Grease a car and change oil in the engine••••••••••••• 
Wash and polish a car••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clean gasoline lines•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Replace light bulbs••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Remove sediment from the radiator••••••••••••••••••••• 
Test and care for the battery••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Remove and replace a tire••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Adjust tension on a fan or generator belt••••••••••••• 
Repair punctures with hot and cold patches•••••••••••• 
Insert a boot in a casing••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Grind valves•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trace lines of power from engine to wheel••••••••••••• 
Adjust the charging rate in a generator••••••••••••••• 
Clean the commutator•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Iron out dents or bends in fenders or body•••••••••••• 
Retouch scratches or damage to the finish••••••••••••• 
Align the front wheels•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Adjust mechanical brakes•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trace lines of power from battery to engine••••••••••• 
Trace lines of power from engine to generator••••••••• 
Trace lines of power from engine to distributor••••••• 
Trace electric circuit from generator to battery •••••• 
Inspect a vacuum tank and fuel pump••••••••••••••••••• 
Trace and test the lighting system•••••••••••••••••••• 
Test, focus, and adjust lights•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Inspect and adjust front wheel bearing•••••••••••••••• 
Test for and correct lost motion in steering mechanism 
Inspect and adjust clutch and differential•••••••••••• 
Adjust hydraulic brakes and main bearings••••••••••••• 
Adjust connecting rod bearings•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Scrape a bearing•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clean and adjust the carburetor••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trace and test the ignition system•••••••••••••••••••• 
Locate and repair a short or open circuit••••••••••••• 
Test an ignition coil••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Time valves ••..•••.•.•••.•.•............•. . •••.••.•••• 
Adjust valve clearances in L head and valve-• in head 
engines••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
B. Things Pupils Should Know 
1. Types and uses of anti-friction bearings•••••••••••••• 
2. What is meant by camber, caster, and toe-in and how they 
affect car operation•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J. Principle of the worm-gear and how applied to steering 





















How the cam-and-lever type of steering gear works••••• 
The different types of brakes and axles••••••••••••••• 
Types of engine bearings and reasons for use•••••••••• 
Kinds of pistons and types of rings••••••••••••••••••• 
How the fuel pump works••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Purpose of the carburetor and how it works•••••••••••• 
Necessity and method of proper lubrication•••••••••••• 
Safety precautions of driving••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Types of clutches and how they work••••••••••••••••••• 
The universal joint and how it works•••••••••••••••••• 
How the gear-shift transmission works••••••••••••••••• 
How the automatic transmission works•••••••••••••••••• 
How the free wheeling device works•••••••••••••••••••• 
How the differential works•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Meaning of gear ratio and effect on power and speed ••• 
How fluid drive works••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
How starting, lighting and ignition systems work •••••• 
How the over-drive mechanism works•••••••••••••••••••• 
The meaning of cycle in a gas engine•••••••••••••••••• 
How the gas pump works•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Course of Study in General Metalwork. Metal working is an im-
portant field of instruction in the industrial arts curriculum. The 
manipulative processes of general metalwork consist mainly of cutting, 
shaping, forming and jointing thin metals with hand tools or any work 
with metals that may be manipulated while cold. The uses of sheet metal 
are many and varied and the students should be taught the correct uses 
so that they may be able to judge quality and durability. The students 
will learn about construction of furniture and the various finishes 
that are used in the industries today. The writer feels that this type 
activity will prove useful in meeting the objective of this course if 
effective methods are employed in teaching. 






Make out a bill of materials•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Check material when received•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plan the procedure for doing a job•••••••••••••••••••• 
Transfer patterns to sheet metal•••••••••••••••••••••• 














































Solder tin, copper, brass and galvanized iron••••••••• 
Sweat and rivet joints•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Light and operate a blow-torch•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Trim with squaring shears••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Form by hand and with bar folder•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Turn edges for a hem•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hold a curved edge•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Punch holes with solid and hollow punch••••••••••••••• 
Raise or bump sheet metal forms••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Roll a sheet on a forming machine••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wire edges on a wiring machine•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wire edges with a bar-folder and a hammer••••••••••••• 
Turn a lock seam•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Groove with a hand groover•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Burr with a machine••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Make a setting-down seam on a machine••••••••••••••••• 
Double seam at bottom••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Use the square stake and the hatchet in forming••••••• 
Drill holes in metal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Use a cold-chisel and a hand-swage •••••••••••••••••••• 
Stretch metal with hammer for flange or joint••••••••• 
Braze with hard solder•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Prepare cut acid flux••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Anneal with copper or brass••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Give hammer finish to copper, brass or iron••••••••••• 
Apply lacquer finish•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Color and etch on copper or brass••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clean copper with acid•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Use a file, back-saw, and taps and dies••••••••••••••• 
Bend, twist, and form wire•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bend, twist, and form strap-iron•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Develop patterns•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lay out patterns for scrolls•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bend bars or strap-iron into scrolls•••••••••••••••••• 
Drill with a power drill•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Twist iron bar for ornamental shapes•••••••••••••••••• 
Give a durable black finish••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cut threads and tap holes••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Draw out hot metal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Temper small tools•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tin a soldering-copper•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Things Pupils Should Know 
The kinds of solder and their uses•••••••••••••••••••• 
Kinds and uses of fluxes and dipping solutions•••••••• 
Names of tools, equipment and operations in a general 
metal shop•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
How to care for tools and equipnent ••••••••••••••••••• 
How to identify kinds of metal•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The gages of sheet-metal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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7. The standard sizes of soft iron wire . ............... . 
8. Sources and characteristics of tin••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Methods of manufacturing tin-plate••••••••••••••••••• 
10. Commercial sizes of tin-plate• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11. The manufacture of galvanized iron, its grades and 
qualities•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 
12. Sources, uses, and characteristics of copper••••••••• 
13. Composition, characteristics and uses of brass••••••• 
14. Sources, characteristics and uses of zinc and aluminum 
15. The principal kinds of steel••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16. The manufacture of steel••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17. Kinds and sizes of drills and rivets••••••••••••••••• 
18. How to specify grades of tin-plate and galvanized iron 
19. Occupational information• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Course of Study in Mechanical Drawing. The term "mechanical 
drawing•• is properly applied to wrk involving the use of instruments. 
Mechanical drawing develops the power of visualization, trains in ex-
actness of thought and, if taken to a higher degree, teaches the student 
to read and write the language of the industries. The manipulative 
phase of drawing is the skillful rendering of the solutions of problems . 
Such skills can be acquired only through careful and painstaking prac-
tice. These skills must be accompanied by the lmowledge and ability 
to solve problems to be of greatest benefit. 
A. Things Pupils Should Learn to Do 
1. Fasten drawing paper on drawing board•••••••••••••••• 
2. Sharpen drawing pencils•• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
3. Measure with the scale••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Mark points with a pencil •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. Choose the necessary views of an object•••••••••••••• 
6. Sketch lines and make a working sheet•••••••••••••••• 
7. Draw vertical and horizontal lines••••••••••••••••••• 
8. Draw parallel lines•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Clean and care for drawing instruments••••• •••••••••• 
10. Keep drawing and drawing table neat••••••• ••••• •••• •• 
11. Draw, and lmow uses of, different kinds of lines••••• 
12. Erase pencil lines••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
13. Block out views•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

































---~------- --- - ------
Pencil a drawing in correct order ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Draw views 'With hidden edges ••••.••••••.•••••••••••••• 
Di.mension a dra,dng ..•................................ 
Sharpen and adjust a compass lead ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dra,1 arcs a,ncl ci1 .. cles ..... Q ........................... . 
Malce arro,v heads •............................. w- ....... . 
Make numerals and lay out a title ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Letter upper-case letters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Make a drawing to scale and check ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Draw sectional views of an object ••••••••••••••••••••• 
lv1alre an aullliary vie't-r •......•..... ii, •••••••••••••••••• 
Letter notes and specifications ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tra,nsf er measurements ................................. . 
Divide a line into a given number of equal parts •••••• 
Draw floor-plans, octagons, hexagons, simple graphs, 
machine parts, ellipses, and irregular curves ••••••••• 
Irilc straight lines .................................... . 
Iruc e,rcs and_ circles ...................... Q ., ••••• ,. • e •• 
Ink a dxawing in proper order ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Erase an ink line or an ink spot •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Iv!ak.e a blueprint ...................... I;; ...... * •• V •• .., •••• 
Measure with outside a.nd inside calip.ers ••••••••••••• 
Bisect arcs and angles ................................ . 
Draw bolts with conventional threads •••••••••••••••••• 
Dress dividers, ruling pens and compass pens •••••••••• 
l-1elce a detail drawing .................................. . 
Make an assembly drawing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Make a tracing on cloth and on paper •••••••••••••••••• 
Determine the true length of a line ••••••••••••••••••• 
Draw the development of square, prism-shaped objects •• 
~lake isometric and oblique drawing •••••••••••••••••••• 
B. Things Pupils Should Know 
1. Kinds of scales used in measuring and for what class 
of 1..-rork: each is used ............................ ., ..••••• 
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Sizes of triangles and T-squares and how designated ••• 
How to select and care for a drawing board •••••••••••• 
How to arra.nge lighting to protect the eyes ••••••••••• 
Kinds and qualities of drawing paper •••••••••••••••••• 
Various kinds of pens and their uses •••••••••••••••••• 
The kind of ink used in dra£ting ••••••••••••••••.••••• 
How to select and test T-squares and triangles •••••••• 
Qualities and uses of tracing paper and tracing cloth. 
How to select and care for blue print paper ••••••••••• 
Kinds of nens best suited for lettering •.••••••••••••• 
Gonventio~a1 ways of representing breaks in materials~ 
Occupational information, including success factors, 
income and opportunities •e••••••$···-~·®e,~e•e•~~~9~w•w 
15. Ho,,f to reaa~ contour maps ..... Q ••• 5 ........ "' ••• ~ ., ,i • .., ••• Ii 
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Conclusions. The purpose of this chapter has been to design 
courses of study for the separate schools of Dallas. One would expect 
the shop training program to train boys to receive general training 
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in the use of various machines and tools which would be of benefit to 
the student, whether or not he chooses to follow the course as an 
occupation. The next chapter is devoted to the shop building and equip-




THE SHOP BUILDING AND EQUIPME:NT 
Survey .findings, observation of industrial arts shops in the se-
parate schools of Dallas, and interviews with the shop teachers in the 
school shops, have revealed to the writer inadequacies which are out-
standing in certain features of the industrial arts programs in the 
separate schools. These factors have been taken into consideration in 
planning the shop building and in listing the equipment. 
The Shop as it Now Exists. At this time, the separate school shops 
are inadequate. So few machines are provlded, that it is doubtful :i.f 
they ·will provide a suitable progrron. In two schools the shops are a 
part of the main building w:b..ich are equipped to house a woodworking 
program only. In many instances the proper number of tools are not 
available and those on hand are in poor condition. The shops are equipped 
with one band saw, one jig saw, one drlll press, one jointer and one 
wood turning lathe. Host of these are in fair to poor condition. 
Snecific Needs of the Separate School. The separate school shop 
has a peculiar problem facing it in regard to the needs of the students. 
This problem concerns two gToups who look to the high school for train-
ing. One group will go to college, the other will go into competitive 
participation in jobs that are available. The school shop program must 
be based on job opportun.i. ties offered by the communi. ty in order to 
' / 
meet this need. These problems and others t1hich were discussed in the 
first chapter of this report have brought to the attention of the writer 
the need for a more complete industrial arts program for the separate 
schools. Suggestions for the solution of these problems are in the form 
of a general shop program and the equipment needed for its operation. 
The Proposed Plan. Any proposed shop plan should be preceded with 
e schedule of areas of instruction for that particular shop. Table V 
has been prepared to show the schedule of training for the general shop 
program. These students, enrolled in general shop two semesters (a com-











SCHEDULE OF TRAINING 
Six-Week Periods 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
A F E D C 
B A F E D 
C B A F E 
D C B A F 
E D C B A 
F E D C B 








Electricity, general metal, mechanical drawing, a:utomobile mechan-
ics and woodworking will be offered to the ni.nth and tenth grades for 
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the whole year. T.foodworking will be required for twelve weeks for all 
boys. The students will be rotated through the areas of instruction by 
class di visions lettered from A through F. Each di vision will remain in 
woodwork for twelve consecutive weeks, ;,r:i.th the exception of the 11cn 
d.ivis:i.on. The classes are based upon twenty-four students rotating at 
six week intervals for thirty-six weeks. Upon completion of the general 
shop training a student may be allowed to specialize in some particu-
lar phase of industrial arts by enrolling in a technical high school. 
The floor plan for the shop (Figure 1, page 50) is arranged to 
accorrnnodate pupils from the ninth grade through the senior year of high 
school. Tbis proposed shop includes .facilities for teaching ,,wodworking, 
mechanical drawing, electrical work, automobile mechanics, and general 
metal work, with eJnple storage and locker space for each. The classroom 
which houses the library is located on one sio.e equipped for showtng 
pictures related to the treining program. The shop is located in a 
building separate from the main building. This eliminates disturbances 
caused by shop noises in other classrooms and provides a more adequate 
means of lighting and ventilation. The danger areas in the shop are 
painted red for safety purposes. The walls are painted a receding color 
to reduce the possibility of a glare. The floor is of concr·ete in all 
departments, except the office and drawing room. The machines are 
painted a color that will harmonize with the walls. l\ll operating con-
trols are painted a bright color, such as yellow, and all switches are 
painted red to promote safety. 1:forking surf aces a.re painted light colors 
to contrast with the work. 
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Equipment Needed for ~Joodworldng. 'rhe equipment listed f'or the 
woodworking course w:i.11 include machines and tools wb1ch are necessary 
for work in cabinet-maJd.ng, furn..i. ture repair, pattern-making and repair 
jobs in the home or comnn.mity. The suggested equipment list was taken 
from the Industrial Arts and Vocational }'i;ducation .Ma,gazine, for March 
1950. 
:Squipment 
Benches, Woodr.rorking 4- station • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Book.case • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Bench, stain with meta1 top••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Bench, glue 60x6,4.xJ2 inches••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Teacl1er1 s d~eslr • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . • • . • . • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • 1 
Cl1a..n-r. boa.rd • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Cabinets, filing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
La the, wood, 14 n s1-Jing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Router, electric hand••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Shaper, wood, spindle, floor model........................ l 
Circular sa:w, 1011 tilting arbor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Band saw, 14u to 2811 , floor model••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Scroll or jig sa:w, 1811 to 24u ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Drill press, J11 chuck, floor model•••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Jointer, 611 to 811 , floor model•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
1S.a,ncl~ng machine, disc & belt • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • 1 
Grinder, 2-wheel, pedestal•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 
Sa,1-J, rip, 26", 5 or 6 point • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1 
Saw, cross cut, 26n, 8 or 10 point•••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Sa.1?, ba.c};::, 12", lLi,. point • • . • . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • I+ 
Sai.v, copi11g &} ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 4 
Sa,.-1, turning, 14" • • • • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • l 
s·a,i1' co111pass' 12n • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . • • • . • • . • • • • 1 
Sa.1r1, 1ce3,r hole, 10n • • • • • • .. • • • • . . • . . . • . . . . • . • . . • • • • . • • . • • . • • 1 
tfi tre box, steel, 1:ri th s2~1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Sc1v1 set • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Hammer, claw curved, 20 oz. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 
Hammer, claw, curved 16 oz. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Hammer, cla1;J", ripping, 16 oz. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Hammer, soft face, re~~lar, 8 oz. ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
I~Iallets, 1.\rood or rt1bber • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 6 
File, cab., half-round, 2nd cut 811 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
J:"ile, cab., half-round smooth cut 8" • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
File, cab., half-round, 2nd cut, 1211 •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
File, cab., half-round smooth cut, 121f •••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Wood rasp, gastard cut, smooth cut, 8 11 , each•••••••••••••• 4 




Wood rasp, flat, smooth cut, 811 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
File bn:tsh clenner •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pla_.ne, bloclc, 6 11 or 7n ..•..•.......................•••..•• 
Plane, smoothin~, 911 , cutter 2" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plane, jack, 14n cutter 2 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plane, jointer, 2211 , cutter 2 3/811 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PJ bb t 811 1Je-1l tt .. -ane, ra e , , 2 cu er •.....••.•.•.••.....•...•.... 
Plane , router, ¾ 11 to i-11 cutters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
" c, 
T_.,lane, ra,bbet, r.-1, hand size •.••.•.....•...••........•.• 
Chi. sel fJ at ~1-n 3/811 -L11 each , ~ ,4, ,:~ ,-,··························· Gouge, inside, 3/8 11 , l", 3/L,}1 , 1n, socket, each••••••••••• 
G t "' • d ?/C}lf l J! ')/1 II 111 h ouge, ou .,1 e, ;1 o , 'J::f , _; .(,. , , eac •••••••••••••••••• 
Turning set, 8 each, 6" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Screwdriver, handle, plastic, 411 , 6tt blade each••••••••••• 
Screi,rdri ver, handle, plastic, 811 blade •••••••••••••••••••• 
Screwdriver, handle, plastic, 1211 blade••••••••••••••••••• 
Scre1 .. 1dri ver, philli ps, No. 1-Li- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Screwdriver, phillips, No. 5-9 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Screwdriver, bit brace, 3/16 11 , ¼" each •••••••••••••••••••• 
Screwdriver, bit brace, 5/16 11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Nail sets, 1/3211 , 2/3211 , 3/.3211 each••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Try square, 611 blade ••••...•••..••.•.....•...........••..•• 
Try square, 1or1 blade •••..•.......••...•..•••••.•.•.....•• 
T bevel, 611 , sn blade, each••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Square, standard steel, 2411 x 2n •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Square, standard steel, 16" x ~-11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Square, co::n.bination, 1211 blade •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1Scra.per, cabinet •...•..............•.•..........•.....•..• 
Scraper, s1--1an neck: ••••••••.•.•••••..•.••..•••••.••...•.••• 
Scraper, blades, 2111 x li-11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Scraper, blades JH x 411 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Spoke shave 1011 , 2ft11 cutter••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hand beader, with cutters••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rule, zig za_.g, 6' steel ••••..•.•.•.••••.....••••..•.•..•.• 
Rule, push, pull, steel••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rule, bench, steel, 1211 x 3/411 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Rule, bench, steel 12u 1-i~" ••..•....................•....•• 
Rule bench, steel, 3611 x J:¼11 , ea,ch •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Gau.ge, ma .. rking, 6tt ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
Ga.uge, bit ••..••.•...•..•....•.••.....•.•......•.........• 
Jig, dOlt,reling, ~J"-n to ·it0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Brace, ratchet, 10'"' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
}Jra.ce, universal, 10n ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••• 
Dr:i.11, hand, J/811 capacity •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Drill, breast, {~n capac:L ty •..............................• 
Auger drill, set, no. 3 to 16/1611 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Forstner drill, set No. 4 to 16 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Gimlet drill, set No. 1 to 10/32n ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Expansion drill, cutter 5/811 to J.½11 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Countersin.1-c, rose, brace, 5/811 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Countersink, rose, bracE?, -!-11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






















































Dowel sharpener ••••••~••••~•••••••••e•••••••••••••••••••e• 
Knif-s 1 c~_raJ,.Jing, gu • , •• ti ............................. ., ti ••••• 
l(r,~f e, dra1:Ji11g, 10" e • c. e & • • • e e e • e 5 e •a• ti & e • • c • • • 4' e • e • c, e &· e • C c, 
KnJ..• f·'e, slo~ra· .. , ? t;j:<"HI blc"'.G0 _ J ·- ~ 0 ~ ••••••• .. •••••••••~•••e••••~•••e• 
Knife, sloyd, 1 7 /8t1 blade ••••••••••••••••••&•••••••••e••• 
}'n. f , -1 -,1 rt bl ,.:; \. J.~e, S..LO;JC, J~T - aue ......... 0 ............ ,.. ................ f)••••• 
Knife, fiberboard ........................... «••••••••••••••• ........... ci 
Calipers, ou .. tsic1.e, 6tt. ................... 6•"**"' ................. c, •• 
CaliJ?ers, outside, gu , ...................... fl, ••• e ........... 11 ••• " 
Cali1Jers, i11sj_de, gn •.•. ., ......... ., a •• .... ~ ..... ci. G, ••• " ...... " 
Di "l!iders, wing, 8 11 , 12 n, each ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clamps, bar, 41 ••••••••••••••"••••••••,.,••••••••••«·••e•t>••• 
Clai~ps, bar, 51 ......... ie •• ~ •••• ~ •••••••• <I •• If. •• iia e •• e ••• ~. 8. 
C lar1-ps, bar, 6' •.......... * ••••••••••• c; ........ ti' ••••••••••• 
Clamps, C, carriage, 311 , 411 , 8 11 each •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Claraps, C, carriage, 5n ............................. e.,.. C> ei •• 
Clamps, C, carriage, 6n •••••••••••••••••• $."ti •• "· ••••• e ••• " 
Clamps, C, carriage, J.C", 12a, each••••••••••••••••••••••~ 
Cla1nps, Jorgenson, No. 0 f} 3, each •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cla.mps, Jorgenson, No. 1 .............. ~ ....................... &•••••••••• 
Clarnps, Jorgenson, l'Jo. 2 ................................... e ............. . 
Clamps, Jorgenson, No. 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PlieJ'.""S, corabination, gn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e.., ••••• 
IJliers, combination, 6" .......••. .., ................ c.. , lfj. e •• 
1)1i ers, stde-cu,t tir.1~g, 7n •......... ~ ..•.•............•.•••• 
Pliers, needle-nose, 6U .••• c .......................... ..... . 
Stones, shar1Jenir..g, carb., 2-face •••••••••••••••111••••~•••$ 
Stones, slip, mod. & fine grit, each•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Grinding wheel · tool dresser ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






























Douglass, J. H., and Roberts, R. H. Uni ts in Hang Woodworking, 
Wic:hita, Kansas: McCormick-Mathers Company, 1932, 103 pages. 
Hunt, DeWitt, and Tate, John B. 
Harlow Publishing Conpany, 
Hand Hoodwprki ng, Oklahoma: 
1956, 282 pages. 
Hjorth, Herman. Princh1les of Woodwork-in_g, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin: The Bruce Publishing Company, 191~8, 362 pages. 
Wilber, Gordon o. IndustrieJ. Arts in General Education. 
Scranton, Pennsylvania: Internation Text-Book Gor.1pany, 
1948, 362 pages. 
The Industrial t,rts and Vocational Edu~ation MQ,g_~, E:Hwaukee, 
Wisconsin: The Bruce Publishing Company. 
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Eou-i nment Needed fo~~-~lectri cal Work. The equipment listed for 
the electrical working course will include tools suffi.cient for the 
operations such as splicing wires, removing insulations, soldering, 
connecting to binding posts, insulating, together with certain standards 
of constructional methods. 
Equipment 
Magnets, permanent, bar • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Magnets, permanent, 11 U11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Ele ctroma5-nets • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Co:i.l, magnetizing-demagnetizing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Compasses, pocket or hand••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Battery, wet cell, 6 v. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Pliers, side-cu.tting 7n ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., • • • 6 
Pliers, needle-nose, 6n ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Pliers, combination, 6 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. • • • • • 4 
Pliers, round,-nose, ············~·······••••••••••••••••• 4 
Irons, soldering, electric • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
Transformer, 115/10 v., 30-50 w. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Am.~eter, DC 0-10 scale...................................... 1 
AnJ1:1eter AC 0-5, 0-30 scale, each • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Voltmeter, DC 1-10 scale•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Vol trneter, .AG 0-150, 0-15 scale, each • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Galvanometer, 50-0-50 scale............................. 1 
Rheostat, slide wire, 30 otIDl, 4 amp. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l 
Battery charger ........................................... e•••••••••••••••• 1 
Neon bulb, 2-watt, split electrode...................... l 
Watt-hour meter, 5a., 125v., 60 c. •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Ci:rcui t breaker, simple, 15 amp. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
S cre1ildJ,iver, plastic hand le, 611 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Screwdriver, plastic handle, sn ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Soldering, coppers electric••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Vises, mach:t11ist 1 s Li," • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Drill, portable electr:tc •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Wrenches, pipe 10n, 12n, aJ1d 14° each • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Hslllmers, machinist' s ball pein • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Hack saw frames adjustable•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Hack saw blades 10n, 24 teeth doz. •••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Books on Electrici_:u 
Collings, Merle D. Projects in Electricity, Bloomington, 
Illinois: McKnight and McKnight, 1941, 80 pages. 
Collins, Archie Fred. Fun With El ectric;i_i;,:y:, D. Appleton 
Company, New York City, 1936, 238 pages .. 
Cook, Sherman. Electrical Thing§._Boys Like to Make, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1942, 205 pages. 
Dragoo, A. W., and K. L. General Shop Electricity, Blooming-
ton, Illinois: McKnight and McKnight, 1941, 124 pages. 
Ford, Walter B. ~l_ecj:,rical PrQ,..i~cts for School and Home 
Horksho.n, Milwaukee, WisconsiM The Bruce Publishi-;;g 
Company, 1948, 168 pages. 
Jones, R. W. Essentials of AnpJ.,;i.e.d_]J.ectricit;L, MilwauJcee, 
Wisconsin: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1935, 238 pages. 
Lebma.-rm, Herbert. Shop. Projeqts in Electriciiz, American 
Book Company, New York City, 1934, 190 pages. 
Morgan, Alfred. Things a~ Can Do With Electriciti, New 
York City: Scribner and Sons, 1938, 243 pages. 
Perry, Edgar, and Shafebrook, Harry. Fundamentql Jobs_il;l 
Electric:i,~, lliew York City: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
19/43, 447 pages. 
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mobile should know something of the cause of common automobile failures 
and how to prevent them. The list of equipment for automobile mechanics 
courses in the schools wi11 include tools and machines that are necessary 
for minor repairs and trouble-shooting of automobile engines. It wiJ.l, 
also, give experiences which pupils should have in order to understand 
the fundamental principles of the engine. 
Air Compressor - 3 to Lf cu.ft. with tank, piping and motor 1 
Aligning Jig - for connecting rods • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Anvil - No. 100 or 125 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Armature Growler and Tester•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Axle Stands•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
Battery Equipnent - Complete Unit•••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Bencb. - Electric Tester •..••..•.••.••..•..•.....•.. ~- *... . ]~ 
Bra.ke - . Adjusting Stand • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . . . . • . • • • • • . • . . • • • • • 1 
Brake - Band lining machine•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Chain Hoist - With overhead trolley and track•••••••••••• 1 
Crane - Portable......................................... 1 
Crank S11aft - Tr11lng~ tool ................................ . 
Creepers ••.••••••.••••••••••.•••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~namometer - elect11i C • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Drill - electric, portable tn .........................•.• 






Lever, J¾, ton 
floor roller 
···································· .................................... ..................................... 
metal •..•••............•...•.•.....•.•...••....•• 
Valve Refacing Machine••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Vulcanizing - electric steam for tube work••••••••••••••• 
Welding outfit - complete ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 61 • •••• Wheel alignment - guage 
Wheel Alignment - test table ····························· Bolt cutters - 24." and 36", each ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Calipers - 61t inside and outside, each••••••••••••••••••• 
Oil cans - 1/3 pint ······································ Cans 5 gal. . .......................................... . 
Cans gas, safety, 1 gal. ................................ 
Can - waste •.......•.•.•.•..•......•..•.•.•.•....•••....• 
Fire Extinguishers••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Gauges air press11re •.••••.••••..•••••••••.••..•.••..••• 
Gauges Center ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Cl • ••••••••••••••• 
Ga.t1.ges a.epth ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




····$································-~··· Goggles - pairs Grease guns - plain ...................................... 
Grease Guns - pressure type•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lamps - extension with shields••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Micrometers outside, 0 to 1n 
Micrometers 
Micrometers 
outside, 211 to .3 11 
outside, .3 11 to 4" 
inside, 1//' to 611 
........................... ............................ ............. " ............ . .......................... Micrometers 
Pullers 
Pullers 
bearing ......................................... ~ .............. . 
gear•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..... Ii, •••• 
Pullers wheel, hub type ................................... 
futty knives 
Tool kits 
............................................. ii .... 
• • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • fii • • • • • • 
Books on Automobile Hechani.Q.§ 
.Autop1qJ:-11.le F2.cts and :fi_gures, 
Association, monthly. 
Automobile Manufacturers 
Crouse, William H. Automotive 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Mechanics, New York City: 
1946, 673 pages. 
Dyke, Andrew. Automobile and Gaso1:1_:n.g En_gins:,, Chicago: 











































Fraser, Edward. Motor Vehicles and '.l'hgiir Engine.§, New York 
City: Van Nostroncl. Compa.ny, 1928, 136 pages. 
Harper, Herbert. 
Van Nostrand 
Automobile E:ll,op Nechanicl;!, 
Company, 1926, L,J4 pages. 
New York City: 
Judge, Arthur. J~utomobile and Aircraft Engiri&.§, London: 
EcGraw-Hill Book Company, 1936, 900 pages. 
Kuns, Ray Foster. Au!,o Vechanics, 
The Bruce Publishing Cori.pany, 
Hihm.ukee, H'isconsin: 
1943, 343 pages. 
~ipment Needed for Gene-ral l1etalwor},:. 'l'he equipment listed for 
the met,alworking course in the school shop will include machines a:r2d 
tools which are necess2.ry for work in sheet metal, ornamental iron, art 
copper and etc. 
Arbor Press 




Bench. - m.etal i>rorJ:1-n.g ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• ~ •••••• • •• •. 
Bloi-1er - for furnace ............... ~ ••..••••. !WI• .. •. • ,II •. ~. • • 
Blow torch 1 pint size • ........................ *••·*····· 
Boring Bar ••••• ~ • ii •••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bearing scraper •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Be,rel protract.or . , . I) ••••••••••••• $ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BrooITJ.S and floor hrt1-sheG ••••••••.•.••••••• * •• e • •••• a ••••• 
Ca.11s - OiJ_, 1 pt • ............................ .,, •••.•••••••• 
Chisels, cold, 2.ssorted sizec ••.... if.,. ••••••••••••••••••• 
Com1)it1a ti on sqi1ares ..•.•.• " ................................ . 
Gotintersinl(s - for rnetal •.•...•........•.•..••..•.•.•. ~ •• 
Gutters •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dividers ....•.. Ii, ••••••••••• Ii ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DrilJus - assorted set ................................... e. 
'~C opand a.ie set •.. ii ••••••••••••• ii ii .... II ,. ••• Cl •• It • Cj • ••••••••• 
Di v:tding l1et=td •• ., .•••••...•.•. (j- •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• 
I<,i1e cards ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Files - assorted••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
First aid cabinet and supplies••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Forge tools - sets ••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••~•••~••e• 
Gate sticks ••••••••t1•••••• .. •••••••••*•••••••• .. •••••••o••• 
Gauges •••••••••••••••• It$················--·· .. ••••••••••••• 
Goggles - .1Ja.ir .............................. ., ........... ~ • $. o 
I-Ie.clc saws ••••••••••••••••••••••• Ill ..................... a- • •• 































Nibbling machine••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Pipe c11tte1" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 * • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Punches - metal, hand or power••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Soldering cop;.Jer ................................... I& • • • • • • 2 
Steel letters•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Straigl1tening press .... 1W • •.••..•.•• " ............... ,. Iii • ••• 5... l 
Su1 .... face plates ................................... ······~·••• 3 
Vises - machinist, pips.................................. 1 
Books <mQeneral Metalwork 
Becker, William. Metalwor:\(.i.,n__g_l'.-[ade ]:asy, Milwaukee: The 
Bruce Publishing Company, 1942, 135 pages. 
Bick, A. F. Artistic Metalwork, Milwaukee: The Bruce 
Publishing Company, 1911_0, 236 pages. 
Dragoo, A. W. ~n~:r..?.}. Shop Hotahm;rk, Bloomington, Ill.: 
McKnight and McKnight, 1939, 68 pages. 
Hobbs, Douglass B. l:lorking Hi th Alu..minum, Milwaukee: The 
Bruce Publishi.ng Company, 19Lf'7, 126 pages. 
Jones, Harry A. Metalwork for Grades 7, 8, 2• Milwaukee: 
The Bruce Publishj_ng Company, 1939, 112 pages. 
Kronquist, E. F., and !Pelikan, A. G., Simple Metalwork, 
N'?-w York City: Studio :Publications, 1940, 96 pages. 
Tustison, F. E., and Kre.nzu.sch, Ray F. MetoJwork Essentials, 
HilwauJrne~ The Bruce Publishing Company, 1936, 176 pages. 
Equipment Needed for MechaniQlbl_ Dra1-gng. Mechanical drawing is a 
universal language by means of which the form, size, finish, color and 
construction of an object can be described accurately and clearly. The 
equipment listed will be of average and standard size for the purpose of 
teaching the students to construct drawings of projects to be made with 
all measurements o_nd dimens:tons for the benefit of others who work from 
these drawings. This list will supply fourteen students. 
Fdguipment 
Drawing Tables ••••••••••• ,. •••••••••• 5 •••••••••••••••••••• 




Cabj_net - steel, for filing ~. ~ s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,, • • • • • • • 1 
Dra.l-Jing Roara_s - 18" x 211--" •••••• ., ....... * •• ~ &; • e •••••• oil... 8 
T-sc111e_res - 18" ble_,Cte °" it Q ••••••••• * •••••••••••••••• $ ~ ,lj... 8 
Dr-t3Jd. ng sets ••••••••••••••••• ._ .... /j It • ~ ••• @ ............... ~ 8 
l.i-5 degree tr5.e.ngles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
30°x 60° t,ric1r1e:les •• e • • • • e ••• • a • ~ e • ~ W • ~ c ~ e • e 11, • iol _.,., • • ii; ~ e- 9. 8 
Lettering tr:tsJ:1g1es ._ •••••••••••••••••••• ~ ........... .., ., • • • 8 
Tria.ng11lar sca,le ••• ., • lil ~ ., ........... ~ • " •• .:. ~ ••••• ti-. ii •• ., ~. '* • 8 
Ir1~egula.r cur,,e • (JI •• ti, ..... 4' •• "" ............ ., •••••• a •• 4, ••• tJ, • • 2 
Prot.ractorjs ••••••••••..•••• (I • ~ e c .. ii fi' ••••••• ii •••••••• "' c •• , 2 
Erasing shields......................................... 8 
Drawing i:nk - black, waterproof, bottle••••••••••••••••• B 
Drau:i.ng paper - tracing paper or tracing cloth, pkgs. • • • 8 
Thumb tacks - drafting tl:lpe •••••••••••••••••••••••••e••• 8 
Dusttng brushes••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 
Arkansas oil stone - for sharpen1.ng ruling pens • • • • .. • • • • 1 
Drop pens, detail pen, proportioned dividers, contour 
pin, beam compass, each••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1. 
Books on Mechanical Drawing 
Ericson, Eme.nuel E., and Soules, Roy L. Planning Your Home, 
Peoria, Illinois: Charles A. Bennett Co., 1938, 176 pages. 
French, Thomas, and Svenson, Carl. Mechanical Drawing, 
New York City: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1934, 
206 pages. 
French, Thomas. Mechanica.l Drawing, McGraw-Hill Book Co. 
New York City: 1940, 300 pages. 
Fryklund, V. C., and Kepler, F. R. General Drafting. Blooming-
ton, Ill:i.nois: HcI<:rj_ght and McKnight, 1949, 160 pages. 
Mattingly, E. H., a,nd Scrogin, E. fmplied Drawing and Design, 
Wichita, Kansas: HcCormic-Mathers Co., 191+0, 221, pages. 
Walton, Ernest H. Forty Illustrations and How They Work, 
New York City: Watson Guptill Publishing Company, 191+6, 
318 pages. 
The purpose of this chapter has been to design a suitable shop 
program for the separate schools of Da.llas. The shops are planned and 
equipped to teach two or more areas of shop work at the same time. A 
sunnnary of this report will be e-iven a.long wlth recommendations for 
further study and improvement of the industrial arts program in the 
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Dallas Separate Schools in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this study a.n account is given of the history of industrial 
arts. An attempt has been made to cover some of the important events 
and developments, and show their influence on the development of industrial 
arts education in Negro schools in America and in Da.llas. The study is 
based on a survey of the separate high schools in Dallas. The inform-
ation gathered from the high schools has been used to propose a program 
for these high schools. It is intended that this proposed program would 
meet the community needs by preparing the students for available job 
opportunities as well as college. 
Summary. Since a limited amount of material has been written 
about primitive man, little can be said about his contribution to educ-
ation. The first important development in the history of industrial arts 
can be traced to the religious movement. The Jews ta.ught some form of 
trade as far back as 2000 B.c. The first organized form of industrial 
arts was taught in the monasteries by the monks. Outside of the monas-
teries, apprenticeships were the principal form of education. The youths 
were taught EI trade during the seven-year indentureship. This brought 
about the organization of the craft guilds, which was a.n important 
factor in raising the standards of workmanship and education. The 
foundation of educational systems stems from the influence of European 
advocates. The European imigrants contributed many ideas to the 
educational systems in this country. 
The industrial a.rts shops show a. wide range of variations which 
is accounted for in some cases by the enrollment. Shops with large 
enrollments are better equipped than those with smaller enrollments. 
The expansion of the industrial arts programs seems to depend on in-
crea,sed enrollment which will in turn mean availability of additional 
funds. Other conclusions based on survey are: 
1. Woodwork in some form is taught in every shop. 
2. The greatest number of students are enrolled in woodwork. 
3. Most of the shop time is spent in making pro,jects for home 
use. 
4. Equipment varies with shop size and enrollment and no shop 
has all the equipment needed. 
5. Most shop teachers believe the program in use meets 
community needs. 
6. Most shop teachers use a variety of advanced teaching 
methods. 
7. Quality of projects and test a.re most generally used as 
measures of achievement. 
8. Shop programs are designed to encourage independence of 
thought a.nd action. 
Recom.lllendations. In planning a program of industrial arts for the 
separate high schools, many other features both desirable and needed 
occurred to the writer. It was impossible for a number of reasons to 
include these in the present program. Rather, they are presented as 
recommendations which would add to the effectiveness of any industrial 
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arts program now in use. It is hoped that industrial arts teachers be 
familiar with the history of the subject. Tbis information can be an 
aid in motivating student interest. Teachers should expand their know-
ledge in as many fields as possible to meet the needs of the growing 
trend towa,rd the general shop. 
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The courses of study presented in this report should be used and 
improved by the teacher to include additionaJ. material as the need aris-
es through-out the courses. Teachers should realize they need to do a 
better job of advertizing the industrial arts program. Tki..s can be done 
through public relatj_ons. The public opinion of the :i.ndustr:lal arts 
program has a dlrect relation to its i.mporfance in the general education-
al program. 
-~~-- --------- ~--~==---
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In accord with the requirements of the Graduate School of 
Oklahoma State University of Agriculture and Applied Sciences, I am 
making a survey of the Industrial Arts Programs in the Separate 
Schools of Dallas. 
Recent trends have caused grea.ter emphasis to be placed on the 
role industrial education plays in the educational plan of students. 
Industrial Education is, indeed, gaining in prestige and importance. 
It is my aim to gather information on the programs in effect in 
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the Separate Schools of Dallas at the present time and with this inform-
ation to present a total picture of the nature and character of the 
prograrns in use. Without your cooperation, the picture will not be 
complete. 
May I ask, then, that you fill out the enclosed questiom1aire or 
delegate its execution to a responsible faculty member and return to 
me within the next few days. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is 
enclosed for your convenience. 
I shall be happy to inform you of my findings. May I stress the 
importance of your cooperation and punctuality in making this survey 
complete. 
APPROVED: 
c. L. Hill, Acting Head 
School of Industrial Arts Education 
Oklahoma State University 
Respectfully yours, 
Harvin Daniels 
11933 Hoblitzelle Drive 
Dallas, Texas 
APP!:t;NDIX B 
A Survey of the Industrial Education Programs 
in the 
Separate Schools of Dallas 1957-58 
Harvin Daniels, Graduate Student 
Department of Industrial Arts Education 
Oklahoma State University of Agriculture 8e Applied Sciences 
Stillwater, Okle,homa 
Su!lLmer 1958 
Name of School ---------------- City _______ _ 
Na;ne of Teacher ----------------------------
Name of Shop or Room ----------------------~--
Size of Room: Width _____ Length ____ _ Ceiling 
On what Floor? --------- Part of Main Building•; 
Period No. Time 
Teaching Schedule 





1. Does Shop have a Library? _____ Nmnber of books _____ _ 
2. Hhat Visual .Aids are used? ---,------------------3. Projects: Students have free choice _____ , assigned by 
Instructor -----
Comments----------,,.---,-,-------
l,.. Is course designed for Genere.l ]3:ducation? 
Vocation Education.? -~- or both? 
5. Methods of teaching Used: Lecture ___ , Demonstrat:i.on ____ _ 
Class discussion ___ Question and answer ________ _ 
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--------------------- -----====-= -
How is student achievrn:1ent measured'? 6. 
7. --------------~--Check if used: Job sheets Hork sheets Course 
outline 
B. l\.re uni t_t_e_s_t_s_gi_. ·-v-e-1-1'>-. -~---- Final Exarri:l.nations? 
9. Does the shop curriculum meet local needs? 
How determined? 
Training of Industrial Arts Teachers 
-----·----------~--------------------~-------
Teacher Degree held Year Received Institution Hajor 
-------·----·--------------------
:Equipment 
In the following; checklist, pleese give all the informe:tion re-
quec1ted for each item •"rhich is loceted in your shop. If you have equip-













Saw filing me.chine 








































Leather hand tools 







Book Binding Equip. 
SiTh: screen printing 
No. Size Conclition 
Date on which these questionnaires were filled out ________ _ 
Signature of Teacher _______________________ _ 
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